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Watlow’s Constructive Culture Helps Strengthen
Team Members’ Energy, Pride and Confidence
Though invisible to the eye,
corporate cultures have a
tremendous impact on how
companies perform. Becoming
a place where people feel they
“get” to work rather than “have”
to work takes more than shared
beliefs expressed in a clear
mission, vision, values and
strategy. It also requires aligning
the company’s structure, systems,
job design and leadership with
those ideals in the daily choices,
actions, conversations and
decisions made at work.
At Watlow, our goal of becoming
a customers’ first choice for
all their thermal needs is being
achieved through a constructive
culture that guides the thinking
and behaviors of the Watlow
team. These patterns shape the
energy, solutions, pride and
confidence that strengthen in a

constructive culture. Common
behaviors among constructive
culture workplaces include
empowered goal-setting,
becoming all each person can be,
caring for people and cooperative
teamwork.
According to Sheryl Hicks, vice
president of human resources,
Watlow’s constructive culture
journey has been shaped over
more than 15 years. Initially, an
effort to get better grounded in
“lean thinking” and continuous
improvement heightened
awareness of the impact of
company culture.

“In 2006-2007, we brought
together about 50 leaders from
across the company to define
the values, behaviors and key
principles that make up our
Watlow Way. That gave us a clear
directional compass to make
available to all team members,”
she said. “In the next 15 years,
we brought the Watlow Way
constructive culture learning
sessions to about 4,200 team
members across the company.
We’ve sought everyone’s help in
continuously connecting these
core values, key principles and
behavior with the way we think
and act to reach our True North.”
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By 2010-2011, shifts in thinking
and behaviors led Watlow to a
concept of product leadership,
an aim that matched Watlow’s
True North: Helping customers
succeed, helping team members
and communities be their best
and ensuring Watlow’s long-term
health through the never-ending
pursuit of perfection.
“As Watlow Chairman Emeritus,
Peter Desloge, and our executive
team got thinking about the
concept of product leadership,
rooted in a high-innovation
culture, they also were in the
process of refining our strategy
and thinking about focused
market spaces,” Hicks said. “We
had found a lot of goodness in
our lean standard work, which
required executing consistent
processes. But our new strategy
called for us to be a highinnovation organization. To be
more creative, we needed more
staff time and availability.”
Hicks went hunting for
resources to help make needed
adjustments. Her search led to
the Pacific Institute, a global
human fulfillment consulting firm
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based in Seattle. In April 2013,
Hicks and the Watlow executive
team attended a Pacific Institute
workshop together that became
“our first dosing of how the

mind works.” Hicks said, “As
human beings, we have unlimited
potential. Our habits, beliefs and
experiences from the past impact
our ability to realize our full
potential.”
Watlow adapted the Pacific
Institute’s “Thought Patterns for
High Performance” resources
and personalized it to Watlow,
creating its Enriching Lives
Workshop. “We facilitate
voluntary two-day workshops
as well as lunch-and-learns.
Each time we conduct or
attend a Watlow Enriching
Lives workshop, there is new

information that resonates,” Hicks
said. Today, more than 60 trained
Watlow facilitators conduct
the workshops. During 2022,
more than 30 Enriching Lives
classes are scheduled across the
organization.
Participants learn about how
their minds work and the
power of words, whether in
self-talk or when speaking to
others. “Individuals, teams and
organizations all have selftalk. Because of our continuous
improvement culture, for
example, we realized our selftalk said, ‘Nothing is ever good
enough.’ People would share
ideas, and every group was
quick with how to improve on
it. After our first workshop, we
began kicking off our monthly
leadership communication calls
with recognition so we could
discover and highlight the good
things that were happening,”
Hicks said. “That puts people in
a different place of imprinting
success to energize more success.
We now understand how to shift
what holds us back into a way
forward.”
Willingness to lead and
participate in Enriching Lives
workshops continues to grow,
with team members often
training multiple times. “When
COVID happened, we offered
the kids’ version of Enriching
Lives in English and Spanish as
we discovered the opportunity
created for the families of
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of where we are going so every
person can see their place in that
and connect,” Hicks said. “That
leads to each of us asking, ‘How
do I bring my gifts to helping
Watlow grow as well as my
team, our customers and my own
personal growth?’”

our teams by the strain of the
pandemic,” she noted. “We
were pleasantly surprised by
how many team members used
it.” The sharing extends to
offering workshops for nonprofit
organizations served by Watlow
team members as volunteers and
board members.
Such continuous efforts have
made Watlow’s True North far
more apparent for the whole team
by leading more cohesively in the
direction we want to go. “Since
2013, we have held Vision 2023

in mind, and are about ready to
develop our Vision 2030. Our
goal is to create a vivid picture

Watlow measures progress
from its 2014 baseline
assessment using a tool called
the Circumplex. That tool
also measures how Watlow
compares to other companies
seeking to attain a “constructive
culture.” Since 2014 Watlow has
improved our culture score by
25%. Studies indicate that 70%
of companies have defensive
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cultures. Only 30% achieve truly
constructive cultures. Watlow is
in that 30%. What does having
a constructive culture really
mean? This means that team
members are achieving more,
they are building their belief in
themselves and their ability to
cause or bring about something
better in their future. They have
goals to aspire to, called purpose.
They are growing their mastery
and autonomy to achieve those
goals. They approach work with
an “I want to” spirit versus “I
have to.” At Watlow, we are
caring and encouraging each
other and we are doing it as a
team, One Watlow. Through our
culture consensus building work
with production team members
specifically, “We’ve learned that
engagement grows when leaders
spend time with team members
exploring what their ideas are to
help us improve the work and
share knowledge on where we
are going,” she added. We saw
the greatest improvement in our
cultural results in the production
teams through our cultural
engagements. In 2022, we
continue to measure these cultural
engagements and are completing
over 2,000 of them each month
across Watlow globally.
The regenerative impact of
Watlow’s culture goals is a
gift team members translate to
realizing more of their personal
potential. “It’s a gift to apply
what we learn in Enriching Lives
workshops both to how we work
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“As human beings,
we have unlimited
potential. Our
habits, beliefs and
experiences from
the past impact our
ability to realize
our full potential.”
Sheryl Hicks

together and how we live our
lives at home with our spouses
and children,” Hicks said. “Many
of our team members are guiding
their children to realize more of
their potential. At the end of the
night as Watlow parents tuck their
children into bed they ask them…

What did you like about your day
today and what are you looking
forward to tomorrow. They are
reinforcing the positives and
putting them on a path to grow
their belief in themselves, and
what’s better than that?”

